Lawful Interception (LI) is the process whereby a Lawful schemes based on the Shadow Cluster concept described Enforcement Agency (LEA) is legally allowed to intercept a by [4] . We investigate the prediction performance and cost target's communications for the purpose of investigation and of these schemes which use information about target user prosecution of criminal activities. mobility to enable prediction. For Mobile IPv6 networks, these
The challenging aspect of LI in Mobile IPv6 networks lies resources on clients that are responsible for the coverage in the variety of ways that the network can be operated and areas that are not visited. Secondly, effectively broadcasting translates into LI solutions which range in complexity from trivial the identity of the interception target, and maintaining that to complex. In turn, the complexity of an LI solution manifests information on all clients conflicts with another LI requirement in LI signalling volume and effects the ability to fulfill critical that mandates that the identity of the interception target not LI requirements such as capturing 100% of target traffic.
be divulged for security reasons. We propose a generic LI architecture that supports user mobility prediction schemes to fulfill LI requirements. We then Mobile IPv6 networks are flexible in terms of how they can propose two simple user mobility prediction schemes before be deployed and used. Depending on this configuration and analysing their prediction performance and effect on LI metrics. the interaction with authentication services, LI solutions for Our results show that the simple prediction scheme proposed Mobile IPv6 networks can vary in complexity. The cost of this in this paper can accurately predict the future position of a mobile user and can lead to the fulfillment of LI requirements, such as com ext is that moe bandwidth is u f sa capturing 100% of target traffic, while at the same time being purposes, and that the traffic capturing requirement is more sensitive to security issues by restricting interception activation difficult to fulfill [3] .
only to parts of the network that are visited by the mobile target.
In this paper, we explain the origins of complexity in LI solutions for Mobile IPv6 networks and develop a response. I. INTRODUCTION We propose an LI architecture and two simple prediction Lawful Interception (LI) is the process whereby a Lawful schemes based on the Shadow Cluster concept described Enforcement Agency (LEA) is legally allowed to intercept a by [4] . We investigate the prediction performance and cost target's communications for the purpose of investigation and of these schemes which use information about target user prosecution of criminal activities. mobility to enable prediction. For Mobile IPv6 networks, these
In many western countries, provision of an LI capability by predictive schemes promise to provide a balance between the telecommunications operators and Internet Service Providers often opposing LI requirements of capturing 100% of target (ISP) is legislated. In Australia, LI is legislated in [1] . One traffic and securing the identity of the target. of the requirements of a LI solution is that it must capture as Although we specifically study Mobile IPv6 networks, this much of a target individual's communications as possible, as is only one example of a technology that supports user specified under the terms of a legally authorised warrant. This mobility and session integrity for IP enabled devices. is a critical requirement that directly impacts on the ability of law enforcement agencies to prosecute and convict criminals. II. RELATED WORK Today, to meet this requirement in mobile telephony netRecently, the hurdles involved with interception of Internet works, the LI function is distributed throughout the network so traffic have been discussed in a popular technical forum, [5] . that a mobile user can be targeted wherever the user moves. A Although the claims of communications being 'uninterceptclient-server model is used whereby each client is responsible able' for the case where a user is mobile throughout an IP for the interception of traffic within its own coverage area. network are unfounded, as we argue in this paper, the article The server effectively activates the interception of each target does highlight that interception of a mobile user within the on every client. This model works well for mobile telephony IP realm is complex. The appearance of a discussion on the because, although the coverage area is large, the number of complexity of intercepting mobile users in IP networks is also clients is small: telephony exchanges are large machines that a sign that the interception of future, more complex networks handle many thousands of subscriber calls simultaneously [2] . needs to be considered by researchers. The consequences of For IP networks that support user mobility, such as Mobile not doing so, as pointed out in the article, is a threat to the IP, applying the same client-server distributed model leads to very service that future networks seek to provide.
In [6] , Sherr et.al. describe exploitable vulnerabilities in from the HA. Similiarly to above, the LI system could then wiretap systems that employ loop extenders frequently used in use these notifications to activate interception at each subnet telephony networks. In the most serious vulnerability found, that the target user moves to, in a reactive way. a target could cause the wiretapping system to suspend audio
The critical factor that precludes these trivial solutions is the recording. Although the vulnerabilities, for the most part, only type of target traffic that the network will support. Multimedia apply to interception of telephony networks using physical streaming or real time streaming applications such as VoIP devices, the paper highlights the fact that LI systems are require a strict guarantee with respect to the delay experienced seldom explored within the research community.
when a mobile node performs a handover from one network A survey of how LI can be implemented in various network to another. scenarios is available in [7] . Although not a work that reflects Currently, standardised IETF forms of Mobile IPv6 neton research efforts, it provides insight into the complexity works include the original standard [9] as well as other atof LI solution required for today's IP networks and what is tempts to improve the performance of Mobile IPv6 handovers, available commercially to address the complexity. namely, Fast Handovers for Mobile IPv6 (FMIPv6) [10] and Regarding research into the interception of IP networks, Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 Mobility Management (HMIPv6) Rojas and Branch explored the problems associated with [11] . Studies have shown that the reactive nature of the using traffic sniffers, which are an integral part of current LI standard Mobile IPv6, FMIPv6 and HMIPv6 do not meet solutions, in the interception of future networks [8] . Although the low handover delays needed by streaming applications the present paper assumes the same use of traffic sniffers, [8] [12] , [13] , even when the latency involved in authentication defines some alternatives which could be used as replacements. with AAA servers is ignored. One of the ways in which the In [3], Rojas, et. al. defined a ratio which can be used to handover delays effect on streaming traffic can be minimised is measure how efficient an LI solution is at performing its pri-by using prediction to determine where the mobile node will mary goal of capturing 100% of a target's traffic. Efficiency is move to. For example, in the scheme proposed by Pagtzis, defined to mean that a distributed LI solution should optimise et. al. [14] , a mapping between a mobile user's mobility the amount of time that it activates interception in each of options and underlying routing topology is used to produce a its clients when seeking to capture target traffic. Rojas, et. Lawful Interception of target traffic in Mobile IP networks time to the handover delay, considering that an AAA requestmight seem like a trivial service to deploy. In Mobile IP reply sequence must be sent and received to and from the networks that use AAA to authenticate and authorise a user, user's Mobility service providers AAA server before access is the LI solution could use information supplied by the central allowed. Even if the Mobile IP handover delay is reduced to AAA server, through a standardised LI interface for example, zero, the time required to authenticate a visiting user would to be informed of which subnet the target user is currently likely affect the level of service that a mobile user expects. being authenticated in, and what IP address the target is using.
In the remainder of this paper we propose and analyse a
The LI solution could then activate interception at that subnet's predictive LI architecture that can be used in the following access router, and subsequently track any target movements cases: by using the AAA notifications and activating interception in LI is independent from the AAA service being used in a appropriate subnets. Figure 1 illustrates this concept. It shows a shadow cluster of cells that consist of cells that share a border with the mobile user's current cell. When a mobile user moves from one cell to another cell, the shadow cluster also moves. The cells which made up the shadow cluster in the mobile node's previous Figure 1 . Influence of mobile node trajectory on shape of a shadow cluster. position and that make up the cluster in its current position are shown in the figure with a hatching pattern and a grey pattern (centered on cell A), respectively. It can be seen that by a mobile node when updating its address binding with its some cells which made up the cluster for the node's previous Home Agent (HA). We assume that there may be many HAs in position also form part of the current cluster. According to the network and that the LI architecture must provide a way the shadow cluster concept, the cells which no longer form to determine which HA the target is using. To achieve this part of the current cluster are informed of the mobile nodes HA determination, we employ the Server Driven Broadcast movement so that they can cease holding the resources which Architecture (SDBA) defined in [3] , though once the HA is were destined for the mobile node.
determined, prediction of the target node's future positions can The shape of the shadow depends on factors such as distance occur according to a specific predictive scheme. This initial to the mobile node, bandwidth resource requirements and mode of operation, as well as the generic flow of messages the mobile's trajectory and speed. In the figure, the current between LI clients and servers can be seen in figure 2 . shadow cluster consists of the bordering neighbour cells (grey)
In the figure, we see that once one of the LI clients detects as well as some cells which are influenced by the mobile a Binding Update sent from the target user to the HA, we can node's movement (light grey). As the mobile node may visit determine the address of the HA being used and consequently these cells in the near future, the cells can reserve appropriate the address of the LI client, local to the HA, which can act as a resources, such as bandwidth, for the visiting mobile node. movement reporter (MovementReporter in the figure). These Highlighted in dark grey in the figure is the cell which has BU messages are effectively reports of target movement in the highest probability of being visited according to the mobile the logical sense as the care-of-address that is carried within node's current trajectory. Note the ability for a shadow cluster them is a report of a new point of attachment for the target to change its shape: when at cell "A", the shadow cluster user. Even though the user might not have physically moved, a consisted of only bordering neighbour cells; when at cell "B" new address (new point of attachment) is considered as target the shadow cluster included cells that the mobile node may movement for the purposes of LI. visit in the future according to its trajectory.
The LI client that acts as a movement reporter is directed The shape of a shadow cluster can also influenced by the by the LI server to report any subsequent target movements physical surroundings: it might not be possible to travel into back to the server. The LI server uses these reports of target some cells because of an uncrossable body of water or because movement to determine what the cluster of LI Clients will of being at the boundary of the network coverage. look like, that is, which Client LI will be members of the new We present a generic predictive architecture for LI in Mobile cluster. This is determined by the particular prediction scheme IPv6 networks that is based on the shadow cluster concept used by the LI server. LI Clients belonging to the new cluster described above. The predictive shemes presented in this that do not also belong to the previous cluster (and thus do paper assume that a target's movement can be detected by not have interception activated) have interception activated. intercepting the Binding Update (BU) messages that are sent Conversely LI Clients belonging to the previous cluster (and thus having interception activated) that do not also belong to to a mapping between the subnet addresses and geographic Where r1 is the average value of x over history, h. We hypothesize that using this prediction scheme will lead to accurate prediction when the user moves using a non-B. A Simple Predictive Scheme random path to a destination. In our simulations, we used a standardised local network in there before. As the node moves throughout the coverage area, order to vary the size of the simulated network. Each local the shadow cluster also moves. The LI system is responsible network consisted of four IEEE 802.11b access points (AP) for deactivating interception in the networks that no longer are configured to provide wireless coverage for an area 400m x a part of the current shadow cluster. 400m in size. These APs were connected to a local router,
Using this scheme will result in 100% of target traffic being which also connected to a local server. The local networks captured. The tradeoff in achieving this requirement, lies in the were interconnected to each other via core routers. amount of signalling needed to maintain the cluster size (all In this scheme we use a target user's recent history of moveThe user's movement was modelled using two models: the ment to predict the next movement. As in the simple predictive Random Waypoint Model (RWP) with Uniformly distributed scheme presented in the previous section, this scheme uses destinations, and the City Section Model (CSM) with normally the shadow cluster concept. The aim is to maintain a high distributed destinations. prediction accuracy without incurring as much a signalling
The RWP was configured so that the user moved for one cost as with the previous scheme. The LI server has access hour, with a random speed chosen uniformly between 5 and 15 m/s, pausing at each destination according to an chi-square distribution with a degrees of freedom parameter, , = 1.
The CSM was configured so that the user moved for one In figure 3 we present the effect that the map size has on X -0 Change Threshold = 0.1 the mean number of required LI clients when using the simple -Change Threshold = 0.3 C)~~~~~-e-Change Threshold = 0.5 predictive scheme described in section IV-B. Note that the X -l actual number of LI clients needing activation is lower than 4 6 8 10 12 this because cells that were part of the previous shadow cluster History Cache Size may also be part of the current one. The prediction accuracy of the simple prediction scheme is 100%. We see that more LI clients are required to have interception activated as the size of the map increases. This is probably due to the node travelling less and less to the boundary cells for
We now concentrate on the results of using the pause which a shadow cluster is significantly smaller in size. The prediction accuracy and required LI clients when using described in section IV-C are shown for different values of the pausing prediction is shown in figures 6 and 7, respectively. change threshold, d. The best predictions are achieved when We see that the prediction accuracy is improved, more so for d -0.5, though the cost of having such a obtuse definition lower history cache sizes. Again, the cost of a higher accuracy of change is that the number of required activated LI clients is more LI clients are required to have interception activated.
approaches the case where we predict all directions s possible However, we think that a portion of this cost is due to the movements (i.e. the simple predictive scheme) Results relating pause prediction scheme using the SDBA method once it has to optimal stasis threshold values, fy, show similiar results.
detected an inaccurate prediction.
to provide the target's current address. /diction results with a prediction scheme which uses recent 0 z / movement history and have studied a way to improve the pre-LO -/diction accuracy by using a target pausing prediction scheme.
We have found that the cost of high prediction accuracy __ is that more network elements need to be informed of an 4 6 8 10 12 interception, though this cost is less when compared to the simplest prediction scheme also proposed in this paper. History Cache Size
More network elements which have interception knowledge not only mean more signalling is required to support LI, but network elements. We consider this a risk to the security of the interception system. Future work will consider more complex forms of mobility prediction which might offer an even better balance between prediction accuracy and the required LI client activations. 
